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Using the description of the free inverse semigroup 1, on the set X given by 
Scheiblich [9], Reilly [7] h as shown that some inverse subsemigroups of IX 
are not free. This contrasts with the classical result of Schreier [lo] and Nielsen 
[6] that the subgroups of a free group are all free. Nevertheless some properties 
of inverse subsemigroups of 1, can be found. In this paper we prove a “basis” 
theorem for I, : any two bases (minimal, or “irredundant” generating sets) of 
an inverse subsemigroup of I, have the same cardinality. We call this the basis 
property (for IX). 
We in fact prove a rather more general result (the “strong” basis property). 
From this we can deduce that any two bases for an inverse subsemigroup of 1, 
must have the same number of elements in any y-class of 1, . 
In Section 1, we discuss sufficient conditions for the (strong) basis property, 
and list some relevant properties of 1x . These conditions (triviality of%, and 
complete semisimplicity) are used in Section 2 to prove a lemma which, in effect, 
is the first step in an induction proof for the main theorem, from which we deduce 
the strong basis property and thus the basis property. 
In Section 3, we prove that every inverse subsemigroup of Ix does indeed have 
a basis, and prove the result about &-classes stated above. We go on to use these 
theorems and the results of Section 1 to find in what ways an element of a basis 
for an inverse subsemigroup S of IX can be replaced by another element of I,, 
so as to yield a new basis for S. These results lead to necessary and sufficient 
conditions for two irredundant sets to generate the same inverse subsemigroup 
(Section 4). 
In Section 5, we give some examples, and show that if an inverse semigroup 
has the basis property, it must be completely semisimple. 
* This research was done while the author held a Commonwealth Postgraduate Research 
Award. The author wishes to thank Professor G. B. Preston (his supervisor) and Mr J. M. 
Philip for their helpful suggestions and encouragement. 
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If S and T are inverse semigroups, S < T means that S is an inverse subsemi- 
group of T. If x c T, pq d enotes the inverse s~bsem~gr~~~ of T generated by X. 
Further, X\$(x> is abbreviated to X\x, and [S u X] to [S, ) where s < T 
and X C T. 
We also make the convention that the empty set, denoted E, is an (inverse) 
semigroup. 
EFINITIQN. Let T be an inverse semigroup, and u < T) x c T> both 
possibly empty. X is said to be ~-~~~ed~~d~~t if for no x in X is [U, X] = 
fo-, X\x]. If § < T, [U, X] = s and X is ~-~~~~~~n~~~~, the13X is a 
CMxzsis fos S. (We make the convention th;?t the empty set is ~T~~~~du~da~~t 
for any hi < T, and that it is a U-basis for U.) 
Denote the natural partial order (see [2]) 0~ an inverse semigroup T by 
c& ; that is, for 32, y E 7; x &IT y if xx-l = q-l. Denate its restriction to E X .E 
(where E is the semilattice of idempotents of T) by GE 1 so that e <,jmeans tii 
J E @, and e GT $ For other notation and definitions, see [2]. 
Recall that a semigroup is [comp!etely] semisimple if each principal factor is 
[completely] simple or [completely] O-simple. Any inverse semigroup is semi- 
simple (since every principal factor has nonzero idempotents), and hence is 
completely semisimple iff no twe, distinct &t-re!ated idempotents are comparable, 
that is &@ R GE = c. la this case, since every principal factor must be ia fact 
bisimple or @-bisimple, clearly 3 C LB> so & = 9. We now give a series of 
properties equivalent to complete semis~m~lic~t3r in inverse semigroups, 
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(iii) 3 (iv): if ab G&r, then (ab)(ab)-l = au-r. But (ab)(ab)-l &- au-r, so 
(ub)(ub)-1 = au-l; 
(iv) * (v): if ub.%9b, th en, by (iv) and its dual, u@Z a and ubJ?Zr. 
Thus 
u-la = a-yaa-1) a = a-qzb)(ab)-1 a = a-lubb-1 = b(ab)-l(ub) b-l 
= b(b-lb) b-1 = bb-1; 
(v) 3 (i): suppose (e, f) E $ n GE . Since e$f, there exists g E E such 
that g9f and e ),sg. (See [2, Sect. 8.4, Exercise 31, or [8, Proposition 3.11.) 
Since also f aE e, then f >E e 2s g. Thus fg = g and so ggfggf, whence, 
using (v), fpEog-l. Hence f = g = e. 
The following well-known lemma is trivial to prove, but will be useful 
throughout the succeeding results. First recall that in an arbitrary semigroup S, 
there is a natural partial order on the f-classes given by Ja < Jb iff SuS C 
9bSl (a, b E S). 
LEMMA 1.2. For any semigroup S, and a, b E S, 
As a consequence JW < Ja for every word w containing a or a-l as a letter. 
Hence we have the next lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. If S < T (inverse) and a, 6 in T are such that 6 E [S, a], then 
Jb 4 Ja implies b E S. 
As another consequence of Lemma 1.2, suppose w E T is a product of elements 
containing a letter b, $-related to w. Then any subproduct of w containing b is 
also $-related to w. 
Using these lemmas, we examine complete semisimplicity when T is an%- 
trivial (that is,% = L) inverse semigroup. (Such semigroups have often been 
termed “combinatorial”.) 
THEOREM 1.4. Let T be an inverse semigroup. T is%-trivial and completely 
semisimple if and only if condition (t), dejined below, is sutis$ed (fey all a, b, c in T). 
(t) u = bra-4 and uBb imply a = b. 
In this case, we have the following, for a E T, b E T1. 
(i) If ubu Bu, then ubu = a; 
(ii) if aba-l%z, then ubu-1 = au-l. 
Proof. Suppose T is completely semisimple and a, b, c in T satisfy a = ba-lc 
and ~9%. Then (using Lemma 1.2, and the fact that 63 = 3) we have 
b 33~ 3%~~ B-l. Thus from Theorem 1.1, b LFa (by (v)) and &%!a (by @vi, 
using a = b(a-lc)). Hence ifs? = L also, a = b; thus (f) holds. 
Conversely, assume (+) is satisfied, and let z&%. Then a = (aa+) a = (bb--I&= 
b(b-lb) b-la = bja-la) b-l a = ba-l(ab-laj. Since a 9b, we infer from ($> that 
a = 6. Thus.&? = L. Suppose now that (x, y) E LB i+? <r ; then xx-’ = y.+, so 
x = yx-%z. Thus, since ($> holds, we have x = y. y Theorem l.l(iiij: T is 
completely semisimple. 
We now show (i) and (ii). 
(i) Using (iv) of Th eorem 1 .I, aba 962 implies t&&c&; using its dud, 
abaLYa. Slice T&F-trivial, aba = a. 
(ii) This follows similarly. 
The importance of conditions (i) and (ii) lies in the contractions we may 
perform to many products of elements in the semigroups considered. Suppose ru 
is a product of elements of T (satisfying (t)) with several occurrences of some 
letter a (say) and its inverse, with wda. Then we can contract alI occurrences 
of a. FG~ example, suppose w = ~~~~~~-l~~~-~~~*u~~ (where gtl ,..., tiii f T). 
Hf w~a, we can successively write 20 = ulu(a-12~8a~~-1)(aa*aj us = ~~~~--~~~~ = 
UlUUj . 
An important example of an%?-trivial completely semisimple inverse semi- 
group is 6, , the free inverse semigroup on the set X. In Theorem 1.5, we smn- 
marize the properties of 1, required in the following sections. Proofs may be 
found in f5, 71. For the definition and properties of word-trees, we refer the 
reader to ZS]. 
For each ~-class J of J; , put d(J) = i V(T(J)>I - 1 (where ~7(~(~)) is the 
set csf vertices of the word-tree T(J)); we deduce from (iv) that the rna~~~~g 
J ---b d(J) is a strictly order-inverting mapping from the partially ordered set of 
$-classes of lx (under the natural order) into the positive integers. 
From C&skin’s original paper [4], II , the free inverse semigroup on one 
generator, can be coordinatized as follows. 2; = ((k, I, m)\ k, 1, m E z; k, wZ, k -& I, 
PZ + 2 > 0, K + I + m 3 I}, with multiplication (Fz, E, an)(K’, I’, an’) = (max(k, 
k’ - I), 1 f E’, max(m’, m - l’)j. Hence if S is any monogenic inverse semigroup, 
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that is, S = [xl, for some x E S, every element of S can be represented (not 
necessarily uniquely) in the form x&@+~+%-~, where (K, Z, m) ~1~ (and x0 is 
understood to be an identity). We need this description in Section 5. 
2. THE BASIS THEOREM 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T be any%-trivial, completely semisimple inverse semigroup. 
Let S < T, and x$y$b in T. If [S, x, y] = [S, b], then either: 
b E [S, x] (so [S, b] = [S, x] and y E [S, xl), 
OY 
b E [S, rl (so CS, bl = L.8 rl and x E !I& ~1). 
Proof. The result is certainly true if b E S, so from now on assume b $ S 
Since b E [S, x, y], b can be written as a product of elements from S, and from 
X = (x, x-r, y, y-l>. Without loss of generality, we can assume theJirst time a 
letter from X appears is as x (by renaming, or taking inverses if necessary). 
Thus 6 = vxw, where v E 9, w E [S, x, y]l. Similarly x E [S, b] is a product 
of elements from S, and from B = {b, b-l}. W e can also assume x # S (otherwise 
b E [S, y]). Here we have two cases: the last appearance of a letter from B is 
either (I) as b, or (II) as b-1. 
Case I. x = pbq, where q E S, p E [S, b]l. 
Then b = vxw = v,xx-ixw = vx(q-lb-lp-l) xw. But from Lemma 1.2, since 
.9 = #, b&xq-l. Hence Theorem 1.4 implies b = vxq-l E [S, x]. 
Case (II). x = pb-lq, q E 9, p E [S, b]l. 
Consider now the$rst appearance of letters from B in x. Using Theorem 1.4(i) 
and (ii), we can reduce (II) to two further cases: 
(A) x = plb-lq, or 
(B) x = plbb-lq, with p, (and p,) E 9. 
For (A), we now have b = vxw = vxx-lXw = vxx-I( plb-lq)w. But vxx-1p19b, 
so using Theorem 1.4 again, b = VXX-~P, E [S, x]. 
For (B), we must again take two cases. This time consider the last appearance 
of x or x-i in the expression for 6. As before we have either: 
(Bl): b = vxwl , or 
(B2): b = VXX-~W~, with w1 E [S, y]i (and v E 9). 
Note that if zur E 9 in either case, 6 E [S, ~1. So assume otherwise; then wi 9b 
(since y$b, using Lemma 1.2). 
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I), b = vxq = v( p,bb-lq) w1 , But qwl 2b> and the dual to Theorem 1 A 
implies b = qwl E [S, y]. 
If (B2), b = vxx-%+ = vx(q-lbb-Zpyl) w1 . Eere p;$Bb, so b = 
p;‘q E LS, A. 
We have now exhausted all the cases. 
i\‘ote that the proof does not exclude the possibility that S is empty, or that T 
has a zero or an identity. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T be a&@-trivial completely ~em~s~mple inv rse sern~~~o~~~ 
Let S < T, and x, y, b be arbitrary elements of T. If [S, x, y] = [ST 61, then 
6 E [S, x] 07 b E [S, y]. 
PVOO$ If ,rb < Jz , then Lemma 1.3 implies b E [A’, y]. Similarly, if i; ,( j;, , 
b E [S, LY]. Further, if 1% $ Jb , then x E S, and b E [S, JI], Similarly j, < J* 
implies b E [S, ,x]. Hence the only remaining case is wher! J, = J,, =z Ji, , covered. 
by the preceding lemma. 
3'1.~~ THEOREM 2.3. Let T be an &f-trivial, completely ~erni~~irn~~e i~~verse 
semigroup, and S < T. Suppose A and I3 are subsets of T with j A / > i 
Then if [S, L4] = [S, B], there exists a E A szlck that a E [S, A\,a] (that is, A is 
S-ye~~~d~~t). 
PYOO$ We prove the result first when A and B are finite, by induction err 
k = j B I. (Kate that the case k = 0 is trivial.) 
If z = 2, Theorem 2.2 gives the result immediately. 
If Y >, 3, put S = [V, a3 ,..., a,] < T. Then [S, a,, &I = [Y, b] = [SI B] 
and Theorem 2.2 gives a2 E [S, a,] or a, E [S, a& that is, a2 E [V, A\,aJ or 
a1 E [V, A\aJ. 
k = TZ: Assume now the result is true for k < n - 1, and let k = n. 
Put B = (b, ,. .., b,nj, A = (al ,..., u~+~), Y >, I, and suppose again that 
V < T, with [V, A] = [V, B]: that is, [V, a3 ,.“. I a,,,] = [V, 6, i.~.) bni. Then 
IV’> b, ,...f b,], a, ,..., CZ~+~] = [[V, b, ,..., b,], b,]. The case R = % (takea. 
(z I I’ - I> times) implies there exists ai with 1 < i < n + r, such that 
[[V, b, ,...? b,], aJ = [[V, b, ,..., b,], bJ. Therefore, rewriting this equation, 
we get 
UC 4, b, so.., bnl = RF 4, 44I. 
Put S = [V> aJ < T. Thus [S, B\b,] = [S, A\a,]. We can now apply the i~duc- 
tion hypothesis: There exists oj E A\ai such that aj E [S, A\(q , aj>] C IS, 
A\rmJ = iv, A\nJ. 
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If now B is finite but A is infinite, let B = (6, ,..., b,} and [V, B] = [V, A] for 
V < T. Each bi E [V, AJ, for some finite subset Ai of A (since it is a (finite) 
product of elements from V and A). Put A’ = WY=, Ai. Hence [V, A’] = 
[K 4 = K Al, and for any a E A\A’, a E [V, A’] _C [V, A\a]. 
Finally, if both A and B are infinite, we can, by a similar procedure, choose a 
subset A’ of A with the same cardinality as B, and such that [V, A’] = [V, A]. 
Again a E [V, A\u] for any a E A\A’. 
DEFINITION. An inverse semigroup T has the strong basis property if for any 
inverse subsemigroups U, S of T, with U ,< S, any two U-bases for S have the 
same cardinality. 
T has the (weak) 6asis property if for any S < T, any two (n-) bases 
for S have the same cardinality. In that event if S has a basis, we call its car- 
dinality the rank of S. If not, let rank S be the minimum cardinality of any 
generating set of 5’. Put rank q = 0. (We see below (Corollary 3.6) that in 
I,, any nonempty inverse subsemigroup has a basis.) 
COROLLARY 2.4. (Basis Theorem). Every %-trivial, completely semisimple 
inverse semigroup has the strong basis property, and hence the (weak) basis property. 
Proof. Suppose U < S < T, and [ lJ, A] = [U, B] = S. If A and B are 
U-irredundant, then Theorem 2.3 implies [ A / = 1 B I. 
COROLLARY 2.5. I, has the strong basis property, and thus the basis property, 
for any set X. 
Proof. Use Theorem 1.5, and Corollary 2.4. 
Some properties of inverse semigroups with the basis property are easily 
deducable from the definition. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let T be an inverse semigroup with the basis property, and 
S < T with rank n, n a positive integer. No generating set of S with curdinality 
greater than n can be irredundant; no irredundant subset of T with cardinulity less 
than n can generate S. 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF BASES IN I, 
In the last section we showed that any two bases for an inverse subsemigroup 
of 1,r have the same cardinality. Here we show, first, that in I, , every inverse 
subsemigroup does have a basis, and any two bases have the same number of 
elements in any particular j-class. First we consider finitely generated inverse 
subsemigroups of arbitrary inverse semigroups. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let T be an inverse se~ig~oup and U < S < T. ij X is a 
fkite subset of T such that [U, X] = S, then X contains a ~-basis fey S (Ternem.- 
benhg the conviction on empty bases h Section 1). me every $&teZy gemerated 
imwse subsemigyoup of T has a basis. 
Pmofe If [pi, X] = S and X is ~-~~edu~da~~, then X is a U-basis for Se 
therwise [U, X\x] = S for some x in X. If 213,x is not ~J-~~~ed~nda~~~ repeat 
his process until a U-irredundant subset x’ of X is reached. Then x’ is a 
Bi-basis for S. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let T be an inverse semigro’oup and 87 < S < T. Szlppose A 
is a jinite U-basis ftw S. If 27 has the strong basis propeperty and B is a subset of T 
mch that S = [U, S], then j B j 3 / A 1. If 1 B 1 = j A f9 then B is also a k’-basis 
f OY s. 
.%qC By proposition 3.1, B contains a U-basis 23’ for S. But the strong basis 
property gives j A / = 1 l3’ [ < / B /. 7% erefore j A 1 = j B j implies B = B’. 
CORQLLARY 3.3. Let 1” have the strong basis property, and S ,< T. l’f 
rank S = n, then any n generators for S fom a basis for S. 
As an example to show that (infinitely generated) inverse ~e&~grotaps need not 
have a basis, consider the additive group of ration& (8, -+) = [4/A 1 n E AVj. 
Let X be any set of generators 0fQ ( as an inverse semi~ro~p) and x c .X. Clearly 
X\x f ES Now let y E X\x arbitrarily. Then for some namer5 integer k, Rx is 
a rn~~~~~~e of y, so that kx E [X\x]. But since & = [m,x, x]: (l/k) ~ x = sx -;- Jzz, 
for some h E [X\x], and s an integer, possibly zero. Thus x = s(kz) = kh E 
iX\x]. Hence [X\x] = [X] f or every x in .X, so X cannot be a basis for Q. 
For the proof of our main existence theorem, we need to introduce a new 
defnlition. 
DI~FINITI~N. Let 9 be a poset. A depth ~~~~t~o~ ma P is a strictly order- 
~~v~r~~~ map of .!P into the positive integers. (That is, d : +GF -+ N is a depth 
fLmc&m on 9 if for every x, ) XGJ E 9 such that x1 < XI ) then djx,) > a~x*)~) 
We say a semigro~p S is Eayeved if y(S), the pose’c of f-classes of S (under 
the natural order) has a depth function. The d-bayeys for just layers) of S are 
then the sets D” = {CC E S / d(JJ = m>, m E N. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. H,is layered. 
Proof. This follows from the comment immediately after Theorem 1 S, using 
the description of #(I,) given by Munn [5]. 
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Then if U < S 6 T, S has a U-basis (possibly empty). Hence every inverse sub- 
semigroup of T has a basis. 
Proof. From the defining property of the depth function d, say, associated 
with y(T), we see that no two distinct $-classes within the same layer of T are 
comparable. By putting a well-order on the $-classes within each D”, in turn, 
we can well-order ,$(T) as (Jol 1 1 < 01 < A>, for some ordinal A, in such a way 
that j3 > (y. implies Ja 2 Jo! . 
Suppose now U < S < T, and [U, A] = S for some set A (possibly empty): 
for example, put A = S\U. For any j-classes Jol (1 < 01 < A), define Aa = 
A n Jo; and A, = &se Ae. Put S, = [U, A&I: we now show how, by transfinite 
induction, we can define A,’ Z A,, a U-basis for S, , for each a!, 1 < OL < A. 
For LY = 1, Proposition 3.1 implies S, has a U-basis Al’, (since each A” is 
finite). Now assume we have defined A,’ _C A, , a U-basis for S, , for all p < 01, 
and that A,’ _C A,’ if y </3 < 01. Put A,” = UsCa A,‘. Suppose A,” is not U-irre- 
dundant. Then for some a in A,“, a E [U, AE\a]. Thus there exist /3 < 01 such that 
a E A,’ and y < /3 such that a E J, . If a can be written as a product involving b, 
say, where b E Az\a, and b E J8 , then Ja < Jb (by Lemma 1.2), that is, J,, < Js . 
Thus 6 < y < p, so that b E A,‘\a. Hence a E [U, A,‘\a], contradicting U- 
irredundancy of A,‘. 
Therefore A,” is U-irredundant. Let Si = [U, AZ]. Then S, = [SE, Aa] 
(since [U, AB] = [U, Ae’] for /3 < a). S ince A” is finite, it contains an SL-basis 
(Aor)’ for S, . Put A,’ = A,” u (Ati)‘. Then [U, A,‘] = [U, AZ u (Am)‘] = 
[Sz, (Aa)‘] = SW . Suppose A,’ is not U-irredundant. Thus a E [U, A,‘\a], for 
some a E A,‘. If aEA,N, thenae JB, for some /3 < a. Thus JO 4 J=, and 
a cannot be a product involving any element of (A=)‘. But this implies a E [U, 
Az\a], a contradiction. Otherwise a E (A@)‘, whence [Si, (&)‘I = [S,“, (Ae)‘\a], 
contradicting S,“-irredundancy of (Aa)‘. 
So A,’ is a U-basis for S, , and A,’ _C A,’ if /3 < 01. 
Thus, by transfinite induction A,‘, a U-basis for S, , is defined for all 01, 
l<CX<A. 
Put A’ = &A A,‘. Since each A,’ is U-irredundant, A’ is U-irredundant 
(exactly as A,” was shown to be U-irredundant above, when A,’ was U-irredun- 
dant for /3 < a). Further, if a E A, then a E A,, for some 01, 1 < 01 < A. Since 
[U, A,] = [U, A,‘], a E [U, A,‘] _C [U, A’]. Therefore A C [U, A’], and so 
S = [U, A’]; that is, A’ is a U-basis for S. 
Note, from the proof of this theorem, that in any layered inverse semigroup, 
an inverse subsemigroup with only finitely many generators in each $-class 
has a basis. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Every inverse subsemigroup of Ix has a basis. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, I, is layered, and from Theorem 1.5, Ix has 
finite $-classes. 
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The following definitions and lemma are of prime importance in inverse 
semigroups with the strong basis property. 
QEFIN~TTION. If J is a 9-class 5f a semigroup T, and A _C T, put A(J) = 
(a E A j Ja > J>? Ad = A A J, and A, = A(J) w A”(== {a E A j ]a > 11). 
.Pm$. Let ct e A(J); if a $ V; a can be expressed as a product of elements 
from ki and 23, involving some b E B. Thus J < J, < Jb (w&g Lenxxx 1.2), 
A similar argument gives [U, A,] = [U, B,]. 
Before applying this lemma in Theorem 3.9, the main theorem of this section, 
we can iihrstrate the usefulness of the above definition by giving a concise way of 
testing for &redundancy. 
PRQPOSITION 3.8, Let T be an. inverse semigroup, U- < T and A C T. Teen A & 
~-~~~~d~~da~t ~u~d~~~ ifAJ is [U, A(J)] . -~~~ed~~d~~t~#~ each $-class J of T. 
BOO$ If A is U-irredundant, suppose [[U, A(j)], A”] = /‘[UT A(J)j, A?\a$ 
for some j”-class J of T, and a E AJ. Then QI E LCJ, A(J) u A”\a] C LU, iic\~J9 
contradicting U-isredundancy of A. Thus A2 is IU, ~(~)~-~rre~unda~t~ 
Conversely, if A is not U-irredundant, there exists a E A such that [U, A] = 
[Us Ala]. Suppose _7, = J. Using Lemma 3.7, we obtain [[U, A(j)], AJj = 
+&I, A,] = f U, AJ\a] = [[U2 A(J)], &‘\a]. ?%us AJ is not [U, ~(~)~-~r~~d~~~a~~~ 
Thus Lemma 3.7 allows us to concentrate on those gei~era~ors of an inverse 
s~bsemigro~p of an inverse semigroup T ~~~~ any ~ar~~~~~ar $-class of T. 
In p~~~~lar, since IX has finite $-classes, we can look at$n.i& sets of $-rd2~d. 
generators within IX (as, for example, in Proposition 3.15). In Section 4, we see 
how we can “reconstruct” the original inverse subsemigroup from the $-classes. 
Proof. Suppose A and B are two U-bases for S. By Lemma 3.7, [Up A(J)] = 
[U, B(J)] = S(J), say. Also [S(J)t A”] = EL’, A,] = [U, Pr,] = [S(J)! -W& 
Tn fact since Af and BJ are U-irredundant, they are S(J)-bases for [S(j), Nj. 
Hence j AJ / = j RJ 1, by the strong basis property. 
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COROLLARY 3.10. If S <I,, the number of elements of any basis for S in any 
j-class of I, is invariant. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.5, I, has the strong basis property. 
In fact, since the strong basis property is preserved under taking inverse 
subsemigroups, we can actually strengthen Corollary 3.10 to say that the number 
of elements of any basis for S within each y-class of S is invariant. However, 
since we know nothing about j(S), this is of relatively little practical use. 
For the remainder of this section and the next, we will concentrate on inverse 
subsemigroups of Ix . Corollaries 3.6 and 3.10 imply that for every inverse 
subsemigroup S of I,, we can define a function fs : y(-r,> --f N, by fs(J) = 
/ AJ I, where A is some basis for S. Let Supp(S), the support of S, be {J E $(&)l 
fs(J) f 01. 
The importance of Corollary 3.10 is that it allows us to concentrate on 
generators within each $-class of Ix . To this end, we investigate how an ele- 
ment of a basis for S can be replaced by another element of S (necessarily 
$-related, if the new set is also to be a basis for S). However, first we need more 
properties of completely semisimple inverse semigroups. 
In analogy with the partial order on the y-classes of a semigroup, define a 
partial order on the P’-classes (and dually on the W-classes) by L, < L, if 
Sa _C 96. For inverse semigroups, it is easily seen that L, < L, iff a-la GE b-lb, 
and R, < Rb iff au-l GE bb-l. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. If T is a completely semisimple inverse semigroup, and 
a, b E T, ab#a if andonly ifLa < L,-1 , that is a-la GE bb-l. 
Proof. If ah/a, then ab = a(a-1ab)&Ba9a-lab (by Lemma 1.2, using 
9 = #). Hence Theorem 1.1(v) implies a5?(a-1ab)-1, that is, a-la = 
(a-la)(bb-I). 
Conversely, if a-la = a-l(ab) b-l, Lemma 1.2 implies Ja = Ja-la < Jab < J, . 
Of course the dual results follow similarly. 
J~WMA 3.12. Let T be a completely semisimple invmse semigroup. suppose 
a#b, ads, t E T1 are such that b = sat. Then a = s-lb@. 
Proof. If b = sat, then sa#b$a. Thus L, > LamI, that is S-Q >E au-l. 
Hence s-lb = s-rs(aa-i) at = at. Similarly (s-lb) t-1 = att-l = a. 
DEFINITION. Let T be an inverse semigroup. For each inverse subsemigroup 
U of T, and each fl-class J of T, define a relation T~( U) on J by 
(a, b) E T~( 77) if there exist s, t E UI such that b = sat or b = sa-?t. 
If U = [A], we abbreviate -r,([A]) by T~[A]. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let T be an A?-triviul, ~o~p~et~~y se~is~~~~~ inverse semi- 
group (in particular I,). Suppose that U < T, and that a, b iti T are in the same 
$-class J of T. Then [U, a] = [U, b] if and only if (a, 6) E T~( LT). 
Proof. If (a, b) E q(U), th ere exist s, t E Ui such that b = scat or b = sa% 
Thus b E [U, a]. But by Lemma 3.12, a = s--%-l or a = tb-Is, sesp&vely, 
so a E [U, b], Therefore [U, a] = [hi, b]. (This also shows TV is symme~ri~.~ 
Conversely, assume [U, u] = [U, b]- Thus b is a product of elements from S;a 
and (a, u-~). But from Theorem I .4, we can contract al o~~urre~~es of a and K4t 
giving four possibilities for 6: (i) b = sat, (E) b = sa-lt, (G) b = saa-9, OF 
(iv) b = sa-kt (where s, t E U1 in each case). If (i) or (ii) holds, (a, b) E rJ(U). 
Now assume (iii) holds. Contract the expression for a in [U, b] to four similar 
cases. If a = slbt, or .@-9,(s, , t, E V), (a, b) E TV, since T~( U) is symmetric. 
Otherwise, we can assume a = s,et, , where e = bb-1 or b-lb, and sr ) f, E Urp 
whence by contracting occurrences of e, we get aa-i = s,~~l, Therefore 
b = saa-lt = s(sle) sfJt. But (from the proof of Lemma X12), a = s162F, implies 
sle = at;‘. Thus b = sa{t~ls~‘t), where t;%;‘t E U1. ence (a, b) E Q(U)’ 
Case (iv) is simihr. 
Using Theorem 3.13, we can answer the following question. 
Given a basis A for S < IX, and an element a 5 A, which elements b of S 
can replace a in A, to give another basis for S ? 
In the next proposition we use our test for ~~~ed~da~cy (~r~~osit~o~ 3.8) 
to show that if A is a basis for S, then fA\a> u (b> is also a basis for S whenever 
[(&\a) w (bj] = S. (The finite case is clear from the basis property, of course.) 
hW?OSITIQN 3.15. Let 8 < I,, asis for S. Then ij b E 9’ is 
such that (A\,a) u (b)genemtes S, (A\a) u (b} is a basisfor S. 
PYOQ~. Put I? = @\a) w (b). F rom Proposition 3.8, it is sufhcient to show 
BJ is ~~(~)]-irredu~da~t for each fE $(I,). By Lemma 3.7, [A(J)] = [B(J) 
and [AJ] = [BJ] for every $-class J. Hence [‘A(J)], AJ] = [[ 
&4(J)]I Pf for all J G $(J,). Now each AJ is ~~(~)~-irredundant, by ~ro~o~~i~~ 
3.8, so by applying Corollary 3.2 (since each A? is finite), 1 BJ 1 >, ! AJ \ for each 
f E f(1,). Hence b E Ja (otherwise 1 ES 1 = / ,@*\a / < / AJa 1) and so 
\ BJ / for all J F $(I,), Applying the second part of Corollary 3.2, 
[A(J)]-basis, (and so a [B(J)]-basis) for [B,], for each f-class Jof 1,. 
Thus we say b replaces a in the basis A for S, if [(A\a) u b] = S. If the only 
possible replacements for a are a itself and its inverse a-l, we say a is ~~~~~e~ toi 
inverses, within the basis A. 
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PROPOSITION 3.16. Let A be a basis fog S < IX, and suppose a E A is in the 
$-class J of IX . Then a can be replaced by b in S if and only ;f (a, b) E -r,[AJ\a]. 
Proof. If (a, b) E T,[A,\a], then [A,] = [(AJ\a) U lb}]. Hence [A] = 
C(44 u -#I. 
Conversely, if [A] = [A\a u {b}], by the preceding proposition and Corollary 
3.10, a/b. But by Lemma 3.7, [A,] = [A,\a u {b}], that is, (a, b) E T,[A,\a]. 
COROLLARY 3.17. Let A be a basis for S < I, , and a E A. Then a is unique, to 
inverses, if and only if f OY each nonidempotent x E A,\a, neither au-l nor a-la GE 
either xx-l or x-lx. 
Proof. Suppose a is not unique, to inverses, and let a E JE $(I*). Then by 
the proposition there exists 6 in J such that (a, b) E T,[A,\a], that is, b = sat 
or 6 = sa-9, for some s, t E [AAJ\a]l. Assume, first, that b = sat. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume sa # a, and since saya, L, > L,-1 (Proposition 
3.11). Hence s is nonidempotent, since otherwise S-Q = s aE au-r, that is, 
saa-r = au-r, or sa = a. Now s is a product of elements of [AJ\a]: this product 
must contain a nonidempotent of A,\a. Suppose the last time a nonidempotent 
of A,\a appears in this product is as x (similarly, if the last appearance is as x-r). 
Thus s = pxe, where e2 = e, and p E [A,\a]. Then 
au-l = aa-ls-ls = aa-lex-lp-lpxe = ea(a-lx-l) p-l pxe. 
But by Lemma 1.2, a-lx-ld$aa-l$a-l, and then Proposition 3.11 implies 
L,+ < L, , that is, au-l GE x-lx. If 6 = sa-9, we get a similar result. 
Conversely, assume au-l GE xx-l, for some nonidempotent x E A,\a. (The 
other cases are again similar.) By Proposition 3.11, L,-1 <Lam1 implies a-lxfa; 
therefore, since a = x(a-lx)-l, (a, a-lx) E T,[A,\a]. If a-lx = a-l, then (au-r) x = 
au-l. Hence since IX is reduced (Theorem 1.5), x is an idempotent, a contra- 
diction. Also, if a-lx = a, Theorem 1.1(v) implies &a-l, that is, a is idempotent. 
But then a-lx = a-l, a contradiction. Hence a can be replaced by a-lx # a, a-l. 
COROLLARY 3.18. In the above situation, if there are no nonidempotent elements 
x of A\a such that Jz > Ja , then a is unique, to inverses. 
These results are simplified considerably for inverse subsemigroups 5’ of IX, 
for which Supp(S) is an antichain (that is, a totally unordered subset of $(IX)). 
In this case, we say S is antichainal, and similarly we call an irredundant subset 
A of IX antichainal if [A] is antichainal. Thus A is antichainal iff for any pair of 
elements a, b of A, either Ja = J5 , or Jn and J6 are incomparable. 
It might be hoped that for X finite, all antichains in /(I,) would be finite. 
However, the following proposition shows that for / X 1 > 2, this is not the case. 
PROPOSITION 3.19. {Jzgn, 1 n 3 I} is an injinite antichain in $(It2,g,) 
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(Hence Ila,v) contains infinitely generated two-sided ideals, alzd thus does not hme 
the ascendzkg chain condition on two-sided ideals.) 
Proof. Apply Theorem 15(iv). 
Proposition 3.16 and its corollary are much simpler in antichainal inverse 
subsemigroups of Ix . 
ROPOSITION 3.20. Let A be a basis for an a~t~cha~~a~ inverse 5~~s~ig~o~p S 
of I, , and suppose a E A is in J E f(IX). Then a can be yeplaced by b E S if and 
only if (a, b) E TJ[AJ\a]. H ewe a is unique, to inverses, if and only if fciy each non- 
idempotent x E AJ\a, none of the relations xZa, xZ’a-l, xga, OY &?a-’ holds. 
COROLLARY 3.21. The idempotents are the same for aEZ bases of an an~~~~ai~~~ 
inverse subsemigroup of I, . 
Proof. L,et S be antichainal, S < I, ? and let A be a basis for S. 
Let J E Supp(S), and e2 = e E AJ. By Proposition 3.20, e is unique iff for each 
nonidempotent x in AJ\e, neither e = xx-l nor e = x-lx. ut if e = xx-l or 
e = x--Ix, for x E AJ\e, then e E [AJ\e], contradicting the n-redundancy of A” 
Hence e is unique. 
Thus the number of idempotents in a basis for an antichainal inverse subsemi- 
group of Ix is another invariant. 
The equivalence TJ[AJ\a] of Proposition 3.20 can here be described in terms of 
Green’s relations 98 and 9 on Ix . 
PROPOSITION 3.22. Let S be an antichainal inverse s~bsemig~o~p of .&, and 
J E Supp(S). If A is a basis of S, and a, b E AJ, then (a, b) E T~[A~\~] if eznd only if 
one of the following holds. 
G> a=bor 
(ii) b, and there exists t E [AJ\a] suclz that b-1B’t-18a, or 
(iii) adPb, and there exists s E [AJ\aj such that &sM19b-l, or 
(iv) tizere exist s, t E [A”\a] such that a.%kl~b-Q%-Vk’a; or one of these 
relations holds with a replaced by a-l. 
Proof. These follow by application of Theorem I. I, and the triviality of L@ 
onr, * 
4. EQUIVALENT BASES IN Ix 
In this section, we answer the following question. 
If U < Ix, what are necessary and sufficient conditions in order that t‘w~ 
hi-irredundant subsets of I, generate (with U) the same inverse subsemigroup ? 
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DEFINITION. Let A, B _C Ix be U-irredundant. We say A and B are 
U-equivalent bases, if [U, A] = [U, B]. If U = q , we say A and B are equivalent 
bases. 
Of course a necessary condition that A and B be U-equivalent is that / AJ / = 
j BJ 1 for each #-class J of I,. Further, when / A j = / B I = 1, the 
question is effectively answered by Theorem 3.13: {a} is U-equivalent to {b) 
if and only if (a, b) E T~J( U) for some J E f(JX). 
We now extend this to the case when A and B are both contained in the same 
$-class J of 2;r. 
THEOREM~.~. LetU<Ix,jE$(IX),andA={al ,..., a,),B=(b, ,..., bm) 
be U-irredmdant subsets of J. Then [U, A] = [U, B] ;f and only if tkere is a 
bijection w (1, 2 ,..., n} -+ (1, 2 ,..., mj suck that: 
for i = 1, (al , bl,) E TJ[U, a2 ,-.., 4, 
for 2 < i < n - 1, (ai , h,) E T.W, ai+l ,..., a, , bl, ,.-, bed, 
for i = n, (a,, b.,,) E ~.d’u, L ,..-, h,-d 
Proof. Suppose, first, that A and B are U-equivalent. Thus the strong basis 
property implies m = n. Using similar techniques to the proof of the Main 
Theorem (2.3), we rewrite [U, a, ,..., a,] = [U, b, ,..., b,] as [[U, a2 ,..., a,], 
alI = [IT, a2 ,-, 4, 6, ,-, &I, and deduce the existence of b,,, E B such that 
UJ, a2 ,..., an], al] = [[u, a2 ,...,a,l, Ll, that is, (aI , bd E dY, a2 ,..., 4. 
Now suppose 2 < R < n - 1, and that there exist b,, ,..., bcleMljV satisfying the 
conditions of the theorem, and such that [U, a, ,..., a,J = [U, a, ,..., a, , b,, ,..., 
b(k-l),]. Then [U, ak ,..., a, , b,, ,..., b(7C-l),] = [U, b, ,..., b,J, or, rewritting, 
[W, ak+l ,..., a,, b,, ,..., hk--l)vl, 4 
= W, sl ,..-, a, , km ,-.., &-~~,I, B\h, ,..., b(k-Idl. 
Again, there exists b,, E B\{b,, ,..., b(k--l)m}, such that (ale , bx,) E T~[U’, ak+l ,..., 
a, , b lli ,.-., b~~-l)~l, 2nd 
[u, a, ,..., 4 = [U, ab ,..., a, , h, ,..., hod 
= F-4 ak+l ,.-, afly hT ,.-, b.d. 
Then, by induction, we have 4, ,..., b(fl-l),, satisfying the required conditions, 
and such that 
P, aI ,..-, a,] = [u, a,, 4, ,..., bcn-l)Tl = IV b, ,-., kl. 
Since, by selection, 6, ,..., b(,-1), are distinct, B\(b,, ,..., b(,-,),} has one element: 
let this be b,, . Then (a, , b,,) E T,[U, b,, ,..., b(n-l)J. 
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Conversely, (al , b,,) E T~[U, uz ,..., aJ implies CL’, a, ,...: a,] = [U, b,, , 
us )...) a,]. For 2 < i e n - 1, (Q* ) bi,) E TJ[U, a,+p ,...: a, ) b,, ,...) b(g-l)J 
implies 
Therefore a simple induction gives 
:v a, ,**., 4 = [UT a, 3 b7 Y.'.> b(,-I),l. 
t (a, ) b,,) E T,[b,, ,..., b(,-,),], and so [U: a, :..~, a-1 = [G, b,, ? . . . . b&j =-z 
, b 
&T 
1 )..., bn] since 71 is a bijection. 
o avoid repetition of the conditions of Theorem 4.1, we introduce s~rne 
notation. Let J G $(lx) and U < Ix . If A = (a, ) . . . . a,), = (bl ,~..I b,) are 
subsets of J, we write symbolically (A, B) E TJ hi) if there exists a bijection 
-77: (I,..., 2%) + (I )...) ml such that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. 
We can now extend Theorem 4.1 to answer our original question. 
The folIowing lemma is needed in Theorem 4.3 (in the particular case of the 
layered semigroup I,). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let T be a layered inverse semigrozkp, U < T, and A, B subsets of 
T such that A f? J” = 0 iSfB n J = 0, SOY every #-class j of T. If [[?I, A(J)], 
AJ] = [[L’, A(J)], BJ], for all J E j(T) such that AJ f C, then [U, A] == 
Proof. Let b E B; then b E iY, say, for some ~-class j. Thus X3” + E) so 
AJ f oj and [[U, A(J)], A-‘j = [[U, A(J)], IV]. Hence b E 
AJ] C [U, A]. Thus [CT, B] C [U, A]. 
To show [CT, A] C [U, B], we well-order the f-classes of T: f(T) = (1% 1 
1 < cx < A) for some ordinal A, in such a way that ,f3 > 01 implies JB > Jol ) (i~ 
exactly the manner of the proof of Theorem 3.5, since f(T) has a depth func- 
tion). 
(1 < d < A), put Aa = A n J, ) 2 = B n Ja ) A, =-= 
= UaCa Ba. By transhnite induction, we show Ax C 
[U, B]? for 1 < CL < A. 
If cx = 1, and A1 = [?, the result is trivially satisfied. Otherwise A1 C 
[?I, A(Jl) u Bl]. But A(J,) = [7, since Js 2 Jr for /3 > T. Thus A1 C [UY 
By c [U, B]. 
Assume now that Aa C [U, B] for all p, 1 < p < LX If AE = 9 the result is 
again trivially true. If AN J- 0, [[U, A(J,)], A”! = [[U, A(JJ], I+], so that 
Aa C [U, A(la) u BEI. Now let a E A(],), a E Jq, ) say; if y 3 3t, then ,ru = 
Jd 3 Ja > a contradiction. Therefore y < 01. Hence A(JC) C &<a Aa. But by 
the induction hypothesis Aa C [U, B], for ,3 < CX; therefore A(jJ 5 [C, T%]. 
Hence A@ _C [U, B]. 
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By transfinite induction A~ C [U, B], 1 < a? < A. Since A = UgaCn Aa, 
A C [U, B], as required. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A, B be U-iwedundant subsets of Ix . Then A and B are 
U-equivaknt if and only if Supp([A]) = Supp([3]), arsd for every $-c2a.s~ J in. 
SuPP~m WY w E Dot 4m 
Proof. If [U, A] = [U, B], th en j AJ j I=: j BJ / for each J E f(J,r) (by 
Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 2.5). Hence Supp([A]) = Supp([B]). Let J E 
SUPPWI). BY L emma 3.7, [U, A(J)] = [U, B(J)] and [U, A,] = [U, BJ], that 
is, [[U, A(J)], AJ3 = [[U, A(J)], BJ]. Hence, since AJ and BJ are [U, A(J)]- 
irredund~t (by Proposition 3.8), Theorem 4.1 implies the existence of a bijec- 
tion V: (1,2,..., / AJ I} -+ (1,2,..., j AJ I> satisfying the conditions of that theorem. 
Thus (AJ, BJ) E TJ U, A(J)]. 
Conversely, suppose A and B are U-k-redundant and Supp([A]) = Supp([B]>. 
If for every J in Supp([A]), (AJ, BJ) E T~[U, A(J)], by Theorem 4.1 we have 
IF, A(J -@I = [FL 401, BJl. S ince I-, is layered (Proposition 3.4) the 
conditions of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied, and so [U, A] = [ET, B]. 
COROLLARy 4.4. Let A, B C Ix be iy~ed~ndaflt. Thm they are eq~~va~e~t bases 
;f and only if Supp([A]) = Supp([B]), and for each J E Supp([A]), (AJ, BJ) E 
TJIA(j>l* 
Once again, the antichainal case is simpler. For example, Corollary 4.4 becomes 
the following. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let A, I3 be kedzknda%t antichainal subsets of Ix . Thea they 
are equivalent bases if and only if their respective antichains in $(I,) are equal, and 
for each y-class J in the anticha& of A, (AJ, BJ) E ~~(0). 
5. THE BASIS PROPERTY 
&‘-trivial completely semisimple inverse semigroups form a wide class. We 
have already seen that they include the free inverse semigroups. Other important 
examples are now given. 
(i) Semilattices (when inverse subsemigroups are just subsemilattices); 
(ii) Z-trivial periodic inverse semigroups (in particular, X-trivial finite 
inverse semigroups). Note that when these are tinitely generated, they must have 
a zero; 
(iii) s-trivial primitive inverse semigroups (that is, O-direct unions of 
semigroups of matrix units (see [2; Sects. 4.5, 3.11)); 
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(iv) inverse semigroups S(G), for a directed graph G (see [I] for the 
construction); 
(v) free one-parameter inverse semigroups (see [3]). 
Hence ali these also have the basis property. However, not al inverse semi- 
grmps do. 
EXAMPLE. (Z, T) does not have the basis property, since [2, 3j = [I], even 
though 2 $ [3] and 3 $ [2]. (Here, if X C Z, [X] the inverse semigroup generated 
by X, is of course now the subgroup generated by X.) Thus complete semi- 
simplicity alone is not sufiicient to ensure the basis property. 
Hence even free groups do not have the basis property- (Note that hn 
Abelian groups, irredundancy in the inverse semigroup sense is not the same as 
independence in the (usual) group sense.) The fact that some groups, such as the 
two-element group, do have the basis property means that 
being a necessary condition. However, the next theorem shows that complete 
semisimplicity is necessary. 
THEOREM 5. I. Let T be an inverse semigroup with the basis property. Then T 
is completely semisimple. 
efore the proof we need a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. hppose u E T is such that u = zr1u2~ If t.P = urn, for n, m > i 7 
then either 1z = m OY WA-~ = U-~ZL. 
ProoJ Note that for k >, 2, a simple induction gives ti-+-I)~~ = ZJ: this is 
given for k = 2, and the general case follows from 
Now silppose n > m, and urn = Un~ThuSu-.u-WM~ Urn z(a-(m-l)Um)un-m= 
z~+~~+l, m > 2. In fact m = 1 implies u = 2P, so u = ~*-~~-l-~ for m >, 1. Put 
I=~-~~+;thenl>,2.~fl=2,u=z~~,so~~-~=~-~~.IfI>2,(u~-~~= 
&Z-2 = &-1 so uz-r is idempotent. Hence 14u-l = (zFu) 21-l = UU-%-~ == 
&l, and & = u-1uL = u-1u2zkZ--2 = &-1~ 
TKerefore ZIZL-~ = U&A if n > m, and similarly if n < m. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose T is not completely semisimple. By Theorem 
I. l(E), there exist g-related idempotents e ~&f. Hence there exists u in T such 
that w-l = e, u-k = f, and U-V = (u-~u)(uu-~) u = 21. From the 
previous lemma, u = &743, so u E [u2, z?]. In fact b] = [u2, 2S]. We show that 
a2 $ [u”] and u3 $ [zJ”]. 
If a2 E [us], then a2 5 (~~j--k(U~)~+~+~~ (u )--  for some jk, I, m) E II ~ (See 
Section. 1.) 
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Hence u3k+2+3m = u3k+3z+3m. Since 3k + 31+ 3m 3 3, and 3k + 3m + 2 3 2, 
Lemma 5.2 applies, giving 31 = 2 or UU-~ = &u (that is, e = f); but both are 
impossible, so u2 # [u”]. Similarly, if u3 E [u2], we reach a contradiction. Therefore 
{u2, a3> and {u} are both bases of the same inverse subsemigroup of T, contra- 
dicting the assumption that T has the basis property. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If T is an S-P-trivial inverse semigroup, the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) T has the basis property, 
(ii) T has the strong basis property, 
(iii) T is completely semisimple. 
Corollary 5.3 leaves two related questions open: 
(I) What are necessary and sufficient conditions for an inverse semi- 
group to have the [strong] basis property ? 
(II) Are the basis property, and the strong basis property equivalent for 
inverse semigroups ? 
Note added in proof. The above problems have been solved by the author and the 
solutions will appear in this journal. 
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